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Meet the New Judge in Town
By: Dee Sindlinger, Judicial Assistant

Bankruptcy Judge Fred corbit is new to the 
bench. he was sworn in on 
september 19, 2013 as Judge 
pat William’s replacement 
as the bankruptcy judge in 
spokane. Fred and his fam-
ily have deep roots in eastern 
Washington. Fred’s maternal 
great-grandparents settled 
near cashmere, Washington, 

and his paternal grandfather was a farmer in Val-
leyford, Washington. Fred was born in spokane 
and graduated from Ferris high school.

shortly after high school, Fred took his father’s 
advice and talked to accomplished professionals 
in spokane about possible careers. of particu-
lar influence was attorney William Fremming 
nielsen, who later became a federal district 
judge in 1991.

Fred went on to graduate magna cum laude 
from the university of Washington where he was 
inducted into phi Beta kappa, and later attended 
UCLA School of Law. Between his first and second 
year of law school, prominent spokane litigator, 
Frank Johnson, provided Fred with his first law-
related job. Fred then externed for chief Justice 
robert F. utter of the Washington supreme court.

upon graduating from law school, Fred went 
to work at the Lasher law firm in Seattle. After 
one year in private practice, Fred approached 
Bankruptcy Judge kenneth s. treadwell to 
inquire about specializing in bankruptcy law. 
Judge treadwell said, “come work for me as 
my law clerk.” Fred jumped at the chance and 

never second-guessed his decision to specialize 
in bankruptcy law.

after clerking for Judge treadwell, Fred re-
turned to the Lasher firm where he represented 
debtors and trustees. Later, Fred moved on 
to become a partner in the law firm of Heller 
Ehrman. His practice with this firm took him 
from anchorage (where he defended a $28 mil-
lion lender liability claim) to Miami (where he 
represented a creditors’ committee in a large 
airline bankruptcy), from Los angeles (where 
he worked for high-tech clients and national 
banks) to new york (where he successfully 
prosecuted a multi-million dollar claim for avista 
in the Enron bankruptcy), and many places in 
between, including yakima and spokane (where 
he represented the secured creditors in the Pacific 
Fruit bankruptcy case before Judge rossmeissl 
and the creditors’ committee in the healthlink 
bankruptcy case before Judge Williams).
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U.S. Trustee’s Notes: ‘No Harm, No Foul’
By Gary W. Dyer, 

Assistant U.S. Trustee (Spokane)
The views and opinions expressed in this article are 
the personal views of the author and do not necessarily 
reflect those of the Department of Justice or the United 
States Trustee’s Program.

in many settings in bankruptcy cases, attorneys, 
debtors, creditors and litigants argue “no harm, no foul” 
when faced with an error, omission, or false statement. 
the argument implicitly admits the error, but asserts 
that it had no adverse or real effect on the outcome 
or the case—essentially that the information or event 
was not important. in many settings, the argument is 
rejected and sometimes, rejected as a matter of law. 
the net result of a party’s actions is not measured 
solely in economic terms or analysis. the bankruptcy 
system relies on complete and honest disclosures by 
debtors in the petition, schedules, statements, and by 
professionals in employment and fee applications. the 
system is not based on a “net benefit” analysis based 
on what was omitted or undisclosed.

the ninth circuit Bap recently decided In re Pringle, 
495 B.r. 447 (9th cir. Bap 2013). the case presented 
a common situation. the debtor transferred property, 
valued at approximately $35,000, to his longtime girl-
friend while under the threat of a $100,000 lawsuit, 
and 18 months later, filed a chapter 7 case, in which he 
disclosed this transfer. the trustee sought to avoid the 
transfer and sell the property because it was unencum-
bered. the debtor’s ability to claim any exemption in 

the asset was lost as a result of the voluntary transfer. 
the girlfriend opposed the avoidance action and in part 
argued that, had the property not been transferred, the 
debtor would have been able to completely exempt it. 
thus, there was no harm to creditors from the debtor’s 
transfer to creditors (if the debtor had done it right) or 
the estate, because creditors’ interests were not truly 
diminished. the argument was rejected as a matter of 
law. citing two prior cases, the court explained that 
first, the exemption is considered personal to the debtor 
and not available to the girlfriend (she has no standing 
to assert it). second, that unless and until a debtor as-
serts an exemption, the property remains property of 
the estate. third, if the debtor voluntarily transferred 
the property, he may only exempt it upon its return if 
he satisfies the conditions contained in section 522(g). 
hence, in this fact pattern, the debtor could not assert 
any exemption and the property was available for the 
benefit of creditors. In re Trujillo, 215 B.r. 200 (9th 
cir. Bap 1997); In re Noblit, 72 F.3d 757 (9th cir. 
1995). other courts agree. Tavenner v. Smoot, 257 F.3d 
401 (4th cir. 2001); In re Lumbar, 457 B.r. 748 (8th 
cir. Bap 2011). For debtor’s counsel, the take-away 
is that they may want to advise their clients to get the 
property back in the debtor’s name before filing, to list 
it in the bankruptcy, and exempt it.

the court did not answer whether the “no harm, no 
foul” argument would ever receive traction as a defense. 
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Finance Report
Bankruptcy Bar Association
Checking Account Transactions 1/1-11/15/13

          incoME
            2013 Lawyer Dues 4,830.00
            2013 staff Dues 290.00
            2014 Lawyer Dues 385.00
            2014 support Dues 25.00
            2013 seminar&rtreat 17,505.00
            Fall seminar   4,255.00
            totaL incoME 27,290.00

          EXpEnsEs
            2013 seminar&rtreat 17,954.43
            2014 seminar&rtreat 1,000.00
            Ballots 44.36
            Board solicitation 29.86
            Extern scholarship 2,000.00
            Member solicitation 62.80
            newsletter 1,029.74
            Misc. Expenses 550.09
            Fall seminar      626.79
            totaL EXpEnsEs 23,298.07
                              ________
          nEt incoME 3,991.93

checking Book Balance 11/15/13: $13,463.71
checking Bank Balance 10/31/13: $12,410.68
savings Bank Balance 10/31/13 $12,737.91
total Funds on Deposit: $25,148.59 

2013 Lawyer Members 10/31/13: 184
2014 Lawyer Members 11/15/13:   16
2013 support Members 10/31/13:  19
2014 support Members 11/15/13:   1
2013 total Members 11/15/13: 220

2012 Lawyer Members 11/28/12:  214
2012 support Members 11/28/12: 22
2012 total Members 11/28/12:  237

Chapter 13 Report
By Mike Todd, 

Attorney for the Chapter 13 Trustee
as of october 30, 2013, there were approximately 3,542 
active chapter 13 cases in this district, including 81 
new cases filed during the month of September. One 
year ago there were approximately 3,603 active chapter 
13 cases with 97 filed during September. The figures 
for september represent a decrease of approximately 
16 cases, while the overall number of active chapter 
13 cases is down approximately 2% over a year ago at 
this time. as of october 30, 2013, there were approxi-
mately 259 unconfirmed Chapter 13 cases, of which 
only 17 were more than 90 days past the date of their 
first meeting of creditors.

Disbursements for the month of september 2013 
included approximately $635,058 in ongoing mort-
gage payments, approximately $133,397 in payment 
of mortgage arrears, and approximately $576,816 in 
payment of other secured creditors. the trustee also 
disbursed approximately $172,818 to priority credi-
tors, approximately $749,911 to general unsecured 
creditors and approximately $156,567 to debtors’ 
attorneys. These figures represent an overall decrease 
of approximately 4% over disbursements for the same 
month one year ago. Disbursements for the fiscal year 
2013 (october 1, 2012 to september 30, 2013) included 
approximately $7,554,012 in ongoing mortgage pay-
ments, $1,613,278 in payment of mortgage arrears 
and $7,259,198 in payment of other secured creditors. 
the trustee also disbursed approximately $1,569,611 
to priority creditors, $8,553,587 to general unsecured 
creditors and $1,957,583 to debtors’ attorneys. these 
figures represent a decrease of 7% over fiscal year 2012.

since the last edition of “notes,” the trustee and mem-
bers of his staff attended the annual conference of the 
national association of chapter thirteen trustees. this 
year’s seminar included discussions of a variety of topics, 
including the national chapter 13 form plan, student loans 
and an update from the Office of Mortgage Settlement. 
the conference also included a lively case law update 
presented by the honorable keith M. Lundin, the honor-
able William huston Brown and henry E. hildebrand,iii.

the annual conference presented by the nactt 
is an outstanding educational opportunity for bank-
ruptcy professionals from across the country to 
come together and attend a variety of interesting 
and relevant presentations concerning the practice 
of bankruptcy law.
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the breadth of the argument was addressed in several 
denial of discharge cases. the case of In re Hatton, 204 
B.r. 477 (Bankr. E.D. Va. 1997) involved a denial of 
discharge based upon the debtor’s sloppy, inconsistent, 
inaccurate and misleading schedules where debtors had 
understated asset values and mischaracterized insider 
transactions, and not taken their oath and burden of 
disclosure seriously. The debtors’ amendments fixed 
some of the initial problems but created new ones. the 
economic impact may have been as little as $4,500. 
the court did not permit the application of “no harm 
no foul” simply because it was a small case or small 
estate. Accord, In re Weldon, 184 B.r. 710 (Bankr. 
D.s.c. 1995); In re Jamison, 329 B.r. 743 (Bankr. 
D. kan. 2005). this should sound familiar. in several 
seminars and hearings, Judge kurtz has both advocated 
and cautioned that the client should “confess” truthfully 
within the bankruptcy disclosure requirements to gain 
the benefits of bankruptcy.

this result should not be too surprising. the ninth 
circuit in In re Adeeb, 787 F.2d 1339, 1343 (9th cir. 
1986) stated that “lack of injury to creditors is irrelevant 
for purposes of denying a discharge in bankruptcy.”

this same argument is made in connection with 
employment applications and fee requests in chapter 
11 cases. in the chapter 11 case of In re Gulf Coast 
Orthpedic Center, 265 B.r. 318 (Bankr. M.D. Fla. 
2001), counsel for the debtor in possession failed to 
disclose its prior and simultaneous representation of 
the non-debtor affiliates and a postpetition retainer 
from one of those affiliates. After an examiner found 
these connections, and the matter of fees was before the 
court, counsel argued that all the major players knew 
of the representation and had no concerns. While the 

court declined to invoke a per se rule of disgorgement, 
and set the matter for further hearing to address the 
merits of the fee application, it rejected the “no harm, 
no foul” as “totally unacceptable.” the ninth circuit 
took a similar approach in the case of In re Park-Helena 
Corp., 63 F.3d 877 (9th cir. 1995).

this argument is also rejected as a defense to misconduct 
involving the misuse of estate assets. in the chapter 11 case 
of In re Grasso, 490 B.r. 500 (Bankr. E.D. pa. 2013), 
the debtor in possession refused to account for certain 
estate assets yet later, when pressured at a court hearing, 
disclosed it bought a large claim of a creditor, arguing that 
the purchase was of a “net benefit” to the estate. The court 
rejected the “net benefit” argument because the use of estate 
assets to buy the claim was not authorized and the debtor 
in possession had refused to account for those estate assets. 
The chapter 11 duties of a fiduciary prevent the court from 
excusing this type of misuse of estate assets.

While the “no harm, no foul” argument has some ap-
peal, the argument is inapposite in a system based upon 
self-disclosure. Because a discharge is for the honest but 
needy debtor, the implicit admission in the “no harm, no 
foul” argument undermines the bankruptcy system and its 
dependence on full and honest disclosure. the “no harm, 
no foul” argument is and should be rejected when parties 
have an affirmative duty to disclose certain information 
honestly, completely and accurately and others such as a 
trustee, creditors, and the court, rely on the information. 
the party with the duty to disclose does not retain the 
right to decide if the required disclosure is immaterial 
or worthless. the failure to disclose, regardless of how 
economically immaterial the nondisclosure may appear, 
may have significant consequences in a system based 
on self disclosure.

U.S. Trustee’s Notes cont’d

New Judge in Town cont’d
after representing corporate debtors and large credi-

tors, Fred left private practice in 2007 to become a 
consumer lawyer at the northwest Justice project (nJp), 
a nonprofit public interest law firm, and to become an 
adjunct professor of bankruptcy law at seattle university 
school of Law. at nJp, Fred represented many consum-
ers at trial and handled appeals. in a recent case, Fred 
represented the interests of a homeowner in a dispute 
that included a two-week jury trial and an appeal to the 
Washington supreme court where he ultimately obtained 
a favorable result for his client. see Klem v. Quality Loan 

Service, 176 Wn.2d 771 (2013).
Fred is married to Merilee, a school nurse. Merilee and 

Fred have two sons. their oldest son, stan, is teaching 
in china and contemplating applying to law school. 
their second son, Will, just graduated from college 
and is teaching middle school math in Brownsville, 
texas, in the teach for america program.

those who know Fred know how excited he is to 
return to spokane and serve as the bankruptcy judge. 
Fred said, “i can’t think of a better place to live, and 
as a ‘bankruptcy geek,’ i can’t think of a better job.”
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From the Clerk

Continued on Page 6

By Beverly Benka, Clerk of Court
Forms of Payment Accepted by Court
Effective January 1, the court will no longer accept 
payment in the form of a check. Filing fees, copy fees, 
and requests for certification of documents must be 
paid by credit or debit card, cashier’s check, or money 
order. additional information is available on the court’s 
Web site at www.waeb.uscourts.gov.
Bankruptcy Filings Drop in Fiscal Year 2013
Bankruptcy cases filed in federal courts for FY 
2013—the 12-month period ending september 30, 
2013—totaled 1,107,699, down 12% from cases filed 
in Fy 2012, according to statistics released by the 
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts. Locally, for 
the same period, total filings were down 8.6%. Chapter 
7s in the Eastern District in Fy 2013 represent 79% of 
filings, with Chapter 13s at 20%, Chapter 11s at .5%, 
and chapter 12s at less than .5%.
Bankruptcy Court 
Standing Advisory Committee
the court recently appointed the following members 
of the bar to its standing advisory committee: chris-
tina Davitt, Dave gardner, ian Ledlin, and kevin 
o’rourke. howard neill, as the current president of 
the Bankruptcy Bar association, sits on the committee 
as a co-chair with the chief Bankruptcy Judge. the 
committee is composed of the judges of the court, the 
president of the Bankruptcy Bar association, the clerk 
of Court, permanent representatives from the offices 
of the u.s. attorney and u.s. trustee, the chapter 12 
and 13 trustees, and six rotating positions represent-
ing various stakeholders. the committee, in addition 
to discussing topics of general interest, also serves as 
the court’s Local rules advisory committee.

the standing advisory committee will meet in spo-
kane in early 2014. any items for the agenda, including 
proposed amendments to the local rules, may be sent 
to the clerk of court, p.o. Box 2164, spokane, Wa 
99210-2164, or by e-mail to Beverly_Benka@waeb.
uscourts.gov.
Changes to Federal Rules 
Effective December 1
on December 1, revisions to Federal rules of Bank-
ruptcy procedure 1007(b)(7), 4004(c)(1), 5009(b), 
9006, 9013, and 9014 will take effect. a summary of 
the rule changes is available on the court’s Web site at 
www.waeb.uscourts.gov.

Proposed Amendments to Federal Rules 
Published for Public Comment
the advisory committee on Federal rules of 
Bankruptcy procedure has proposed amendments 
to several bankruptcy rules and forms. the pro-
posed amendments have been published for public 
comment at www.uscourts.gov/rulesandpolicies/
rules/proposed-amendments. committee reports 
explaining the changes and redline versions of the 
rules can be found at the site. the public comment 
period closes on February 15, 2014.
New Fee for Motion to Sell 
Free and Clear of Liens
A new fee of $176 for the filing of a motion for the 
sale of property free and clear of liens under 11 
u.s.c. §363(f) will go into effect on December 1.
Amendments to Bankruptcy Forms 
Effective December 1, 2013
The following Official Forms and Procedural Forms 
have been revised and are available on the court’s Web 
site at www.waeb.uscourts.gov:
• B 3a – application to pay Filing Fee in 

installments
• B 3B –application for Waiver of the chapter 7 

Filing Fee
• B 6i – schedule i - statement of income
• B 6J – schedule J - statement of Expenses
• B 6 – summary of schedules
• B 23 - Debtor’s Certification of Completion 

of instructional course concerning personal 
Financial Management

• B 27 - Reaffirmation Agreement Cover Sheet
• B 200 – required Lists, statements, schedules 

and Fees
• B 254 – subpoena for rule 2004 Examination
• B 255 – subpoena to appear and testify at a 

hearing or trial in a Bankruptcy case (or 
adversary proceeding)

• B 256 – subpoena to testify at Deposition in a 
Bankruptcy case (or adversary proceeding)

• B 257 – subpoena to produce Documents, 
information, or objects or to permit 
inspection in a Bankruptcy case (or adversary 
proceeding).
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From the Clerk cont’d
Rule and Form Changes for Post-Petition 
Personal Financial Management Course
Effective December 1, amended Federal rule of Bank-
ruptcy procedure 1007(b)(7) gives an individual debtor 
the option of having an approved personal financial man-
agement course provider notify the court directly that the 
debtor has completed a post-petition instructional course 
concerning personal financial management. To directly 
notify a bankruptcy court of a debtor’s course comple-
tion, an approved course provider will electronically 
file a personal financial management course certificate 
with the court. An amendment to Official Form 23 will 
instruct the debtor to complete and file the form only if 
the course provider has not already notified the court of 
the debtor’s completion of the course.
Electronic Proof of Claim (ePOC)
the court has implemented a new feature in EcF, which 
allows users to electronically create, amend, and withdraw a 
proof of claim. Users may also file a Rule 3002 Supplement. 
the new epoc feature does not require a login or password.
Amendments to Local Bankruptcy Rules and 
Adoption of New Local Bankruptcy Rules
General Order 13-02 amended five local rules and ad-
opted two new rules effective august 1, 2013. revised 
rules include LBr 1006-1, which now requires debtors 
to pay $75 at the time the petition is filed if applying to 
pay the fee in installments. LBr 2083-1 was revised to 
require the separate filing of a Certificate of Debtor’s/
Debtors’ attorney and Debtor(s) regarding payments 
to and Disbursements by the chapter 13 trustee. the 

Certificate (LF 2083 1F) requires both the debtor(s) 
and the attorney to certify that they understand several 
provisions listed on the Certificate relating to payments 
to and disbursements by the chapter 13 trustee. LBr 
2083-1 was revised to remove the motion requirement 
from (j)(1) and delete (j)(3); these changes will streamline 
the confirmation process for debtors/counsel and bring 
district-wide uniformity to the confirmation procedure.

LBr 3007-1(b)(1)(B) was revised to require the 
objecting party to obtain a hearing date and to provide 
notice to the claimant and the trustee. LBr 3016-1 
was revised to delete from (e)(1) requirements for the 
profit and loss statement and monthly financial report. 
LBR 3022-1 was revised to require the filing of a final 
account on the prescribed form (LF 3022-1a).

new rules include LBr 3021-1, which requires each 
reorganized debtor to file a post-confirmation disburse-
ment report on the prescribed form (LF 3021-1), and 
LBr 9019-2, which sets forth the mediation rules for 
the Eastern District. Eight new aDr forms are avail-
able on the court’s Web site, including aDr Form 1, 
Mediation procedures for parties and Mediators.
Requirements for Certificates of Service
LBR 2002-1(b) requires the filing of a separate certifi-
cate of service even if all entities entitled to notice are 
registered participants in the cM/EcF system. the cer-
tificate shall include a list of all entities entitled to notice 
and the physical address to which notice was sent, or a 
designation that the entity is a registered participant in 
the cM/EcF system and received notice electronically.
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Enforceability of an Assignment 
of Bankruptcy Voting Rights

By Kenneth D. Downey 
J.D. Candidate 2015

parties to a subordination agreement frequently wish 
to restrict the junior lender’s ability to frustrate the 
senior lender’s decisions about how to deal with the 
debtor in bankruptcy. as a result, a subordination or 
intercreditor agreement may purport to prohibit the 
junior lender from objecting to a § 363 sale, or from 
filing adverse motions that would affect the interests 
of the senior lender. a subordination agreement may 
also purport to assign to the senior lender the junior 
lender’s right to vote on any reorganization plan.

however, the validity of an assignment of voting 
rights is questionable. section 510(a) of the Bankruptcy 
code expressly states that subordination agreements 
are enforceable in bankruptcy to the same extent they 
would be enforceable under non-bankruptcy law, but 
§ 1126 expressly gives the holder of each claim the 
right to accept or reject plan. to date, no circuit court 
of appeal has weighed in on this issue by ruling on the 
validity of an assignment of bankruptcy voting rights. 
the few bankruptcy court decisions on the issue are 
split roughly equally. Compare In re 203 N. LaSalle 
Street P’ship, 246 B.r. 325, 331 (Bankr. n.D. ill. 
2000); In re SW Boston Hotel Venture, LLC, 460 B.r. 
38 (Bankr. D. Mass. 2011), vacated on other grounds, 
2012 WL 4513869 (1st cir. Bap 2012); In re Croatan 
Surf Club LLC, 2011 WL 5909199, at *2 (Bankr. 
E.D.n.c. 2011) (all declining to enforce a subordination 
agreement’s assignment of voting rights), with In re 
Coastal Broadcasting Systems, Inc., 2012 WL 2803745 
(Bankr. D.n.J. 2012) aff’d, 2013 WL 3285936 (D.n.J. 
2013); In re Aerosol Packaging, LLC, 362 B.r. 43, 47 
(Bankr. n.D. ga. 2006) (both enforcing a subordination 
agreement’s assignment of bankruptcy voting rights); 
see also In re Avondale Gateway Center Entitlement, 
LLC, 2011 WL 1376997 (D. ariz. 2011) (subroga-
tion clause in intercreditor agreement allowed senior 
creditor to step into the shoes of the junior creditor 
and vote its claim in the debtor’s bankruptcy); In re 
Curtis Center Ltd. Partnership, 192 B.r. 648 (Bankr. 
E.D. pa. 1996) (senior creditor to whom the junior 
creditor’s voting rights were assigned in a subordina-
tion agreement could vote the junior’s claim); In re 
Inter Urban Broadcasting of Cincinnati, Inc., 1994 
WL 646176 (Bankr. E.D. La. 1994) (debtor had no 

basis for objecting to senior lender’s voting of junior 
lender’s claim pursuant to subordination agreement). 
Given this uncertainty, this article briefly explores how 
a transactional lawyer representing a senior lender may 
wish to deal with this issue.
One Ineffective Technique: Choice of Forum
one solution that will not work is to choose in the 
subordination agreement a forum that has ruled that an 
assignment of bankruptcy voting rights is enforceable. 
that is because the assignment of bankruptcy voting 
rights will be a core issue litigated in the bankruptcy 
court, not in a forum chosen by the competing credi-
tors. See 28 u.s.c. § 157(b)(2)(L). Even a choice of 
forum clause in the loan agreements will probably not 
work because the venue for bankruptcy is governed by 
statute, not by agreement. See 28 u.s.c. § 1408 (venue 
lies where the debtor’s domicile, residence, principal 
place of business, or principal assets are located).

if the parties to a subordination agreement end up 
in a jurisdiction that refuses to enforce an assignment 
of bankruptcy voting rights, there is probably little the 
attorney for the senior creditor can do to counter that. 
it seems likely that the courts would not only rule that 
the junior lender may vote its own claim, but also that 
because the assignment of voting rights is unenforce-
able, the senior will have no claim for breach of contract 
against the junior who does choose to vote its claim.
Drafting the Voting Rights Provision as a 
Power, Not an Agency Relationship
in the event the debtor ends up in bankruptcy in a jurisdic-
tion less hostile to an assignment of voting rights, parties to 
a subordination agreement should draft the assignment as 
an “irrevocable power given as security,” not as an agency. 
Lenders may be tempted to draft the clause granting the 
senior lender the right to vote the junior lender’s claim 
as an agency. For example, the clause might state that 
the junior lender irrevocably appoints the senior lender 
as its agent for the purpose of voting the claim in any 
bankruptcy proceeding of the borrower. the problem with 
drafting the clause in such a manner is that an agency is 
revocable by the principal even if the appointment purports 
to be irrevocable. See Ravallo v. Refrigerated Holdings, 
Inc., 2009 WL 612490, at *4 (s.D.n.y. Feb. 25, 2009); 
restatement (third) of agency § 3.10 (2006).

IanL
Sticky Note
reject the plan
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to avoid this problem, the voting rights clause 
should be drafted as a grant by the junior lender to 
the senior lender of the junior lender’s power to vote. 
the restatement of agency refers to such a grant as “a 
power given as security.” See restatement (third) of 
agency § 3.12. such a power is distinguished from an 
agency because it is not for the benefit of the grantor 
of the power (i.e., the putative principal), it is for the 
benefit of the holder of the power (i.e., the putative 
agent). See id. at cmt. b (providing “[a] power given 
as security creates neither a relationship of agency . . . 
nor actual authority . . ., although the power enables 
its holder to affect the legal relations of the creator of 
the power”); see also In re Coastal Broad. Sys., Inc., 
2012 WL 2803745 at *8 (enforcing an assignment of 
bankruptcy voting rights phrased as a grant of a power 
or attorney).

a grant of such a power must normally be for consid-
eration, but no doubt there is consideration – detriment 
to the senior lender – in connection with the making 
of the loan and the execution of the subordination 
agreement. some jurisdictions require that the power 
be “coupled with an interest,” a somewhat old and 
convoluted requirement that may have outlived its pur-
pose or usefulness. See restatement (third) of agency 
§ 3.12 cmt. c. however, even in its most restrictive 
meaning, that requirement should be satisfied by the 
senior lender’s interest in the loan, in the collateral 
securing the loan, and in any bankruptcy proceeding 
involving the borrower as the debtor.

to document the existence of the coupled interest, 
the subordination agreement should contain a recital 
specifying the interests. While recitals are not gener-
ally operative provisions of an agreement, they can 
help educate the judge called upon to interpret or 
rule on the effectiveness of the agreement, and they 
might estop one party from arguing the opposite. See 
Paloian v. Grupo Serla S.A. de C.V., 433 B.r. 19, 32 
(n.D. ill. 2010); see also Jones Apparel Grp., Inc. v. 
Polo Ralph Lauren Corp., 791 n.y.s.2d 409 (sup. ct. 
app. Div. 2005).

the one drawback to this approach comes from Bank-
ruptcy rule 3018(c). that rule states that a creditor’s 
vote on a plan of reorganization must “be signed by 
the creditor … or an authorized agent.” some of the 
courts ruling that § 510 conflicts with § 1126 have also 
ruled that § 510 conflicts with Rule 3018(c). In other 
words, because the senior lender is not acting for the 

junior lender’s benefit when the senior lender votes the 
junior lender’s claim – and thus is not a true agent of 
the junior lender – the senior lender cannot consistently 
with rule 3018 vote the junior lender’s claim. See In 
re Croatan Surf Club, 2011 WL 5909199 at 3; 203 N. 
LaSalle Street P’ship, 246 B.r. 325, 331-32. however, 
none of the courts enforcing an assignment of voting 
rights has discerned a problem with rule 3018(c). More 
importantly, it is not clear that the rule’s brief reference 
to the word “agent” was intended to refer to traditional 
common-law agency relationships to the exclusion of 
similar devices, such as a power of attorney. See Bankr. 
rule 9010(a) (authorizing a creditor to perform any act 
not constituting the practice of law “by an authorized 
agent, attorney in fact, or proxy”).

1. Remedy of Specific Performance
the restatement of agency expressly acknowledges 
that a power granted as security should be enforceable 
through specific performance. Restatement (Third) of 
agency § 3.12, cmt. b. this is because “it will often be 
difficult or impossible for the holder to prove quantifi-
able damages or to obtain a substitute performance.” 
Id. nevertheless, transactional lawyers drafting such 
a clause might wish to expressly provide for specific 
performance of the grant of the right to vote. While it 
is unclear whether an express statement in the subor-
dination agreement about equitable remedies will be 
given effect, there is no downside risk to including it.

suggested Language:
to support and secure senior Lender’s interest in 

the Loan, in the collateral, and in any bankruptcy 
proceeding in which Borrower is the debtor or debtor 
in possession, Junior Lender hereby irrevocably ap-
points senior Lender its attorney in fact for the pur-
pose of voting, and irrevocably grants senior Lender 
the power to vote, Junior Lender’s claims against the 
Borrower in any such proceeding. Because damages 
for any attempted revocation of or interference with 
this appointment or grant would be difficult to prove, 
senior Lender may enforce this appointment and grant 
by specific performance.

Special thanks to Professor Stephen L. Sepinuck of 
Gonzaga University School of Law for his tremendous 
insight, guidance, and expertise. This article was first 
published in the October 2013 issue of the transac-
tional Lawyer, a publication of the Commercial Law 
Center at Gonzaga University School of Law.

Assignment of Voting Rights cont’d
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French law is governed by the napoleonic codes, and 
the French legal systems and procedures of bankruptcy 
law are contained in the commercial code of 1807.

in France, the commercial court or the Bankruptcy 
court (Tribunal de Commerce) are competent for people 
engaged in a commercial or craft activity, and French 
Court of first instance (Tribunal de Grande Instance) 
is competent for independent professionals and legal 
persons of private law.

initially, the law protected the creditors more than 
the debtors, because the focus of the 1807 provisions 
was clearly to punish the debtors with confiscation of 
their assets and various civil and professional sanctions. 
Due to later amendments, the tendency has been to 
protect debtors from their creditors and assist debtors 
to reorganize their companies in order to save them 
and to return to financial health.

a liquidation of a company is only used if recovery 
is not possible and the company cannot engage in 
any activity. however, various forms of non-judicial 
treatment for companies’ difficulties exist in the legis-
lation such as public support and prevention, in order 
to deal upstream with the difficulties in the utmost 
confidentiality.

all these procedures in bankruptcy law are appli-
cable to all individuals engaged in trade or craft, and 
all independent professionals and all legal persons of 
private law.

there are several kinds of prevention of business 
challenges, including prevention through negotiation 
(“prévention par la négociation”), with the appoint-
ment of an ad hoc representative (“mandataire ad 
hoc”) to assist the CEO to overcome these difficulties.

the president of the commercial court if the debtor 
is a trader or a craftsman, or the president of the French 
Court of first instance in other cases, appoint such a 

representative and determines his mission. 
the ad hoc representative has to realize his 
mission through a report to the president of 
the Court and inform the CEO of its findings 
and conclusions on the company’s difficulties.

the law also provides a conciliation pro-
cedure (“procédure de conciliation”) in 
order to prevent a company from difficul-
ties. this procedure is an alternative dispute 
requested only by the debtor company, 
and conducted under the supervision of a 
conciliator (“conciliateur”) appointed by 
the president of the court for four months, 
renewable for one month.

the debtor company must experience a le-
gal, economic or financial difficulty, known 
or predictable, and prove not to be in a pay-
ment failure situation for over forty-five days 
in order to refer the matter to the president 
of the court.

the president of the court has to determine 
the conciliator’s mission, which has to lead 
to a contractual agreement between the major 
creditors and the debtor to defer payments or 
agree to rebates in the amounts due.

the failure of the conciliation will result 
in the lack of a contractual agreement. in 
this case, the debtor has the opportunity to 
request the opening of another conciliation 
after the expiry of three months. if at the 
end of this conciliation, the debtor is in a 
payment failure situation, the court will 
initiate a judicial reorganization or an offi-
cial receivership. But if the debtor is not in 
this situation, he may request the opening of 
a safeguard proceeding. the breach of the 
contractual agreement may also lead to its 
resolution and to the opening of insolvency 
proceedings.
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a safeguard proceedings (“procédure de 
sauvegarde”), available since 2006, is a judi-
cial procedure proposed to allow a company to 
handle its difficulties before it is in a payment 
failure situation. under the French commercial 
Code (Book VI: Business difficulties, Rules L 
610-1 et seq.), the company is in “default of 
payment” or in a “payment failure situation” 
(“cessation de paiements”) when it can’t meet its debts 
nor pay its creditors. the company has to be unable to 
meet its current liabilities out of its disposable assets. 
the opening of the safeguard proceedings can only be 
made if the company is not in a situation of insolvency.

the cEo of the company has the exclusive right to 
petition the court for the safeguard proceeding. if the 
court considers the application a well-founded request, 
it initiates the safeguard proceeding. the procedure 
begins with an observation period of up to 6 months, 
which is renewable. the observation period is used 
to perform an economic and social assessment of the 
company and to study the possibilities of recovery 
considering the inventory of the assets of the company.

During the observation period the management com-
pany continues to be governed by its cEo. he may be 
assisted by a judicial administrator appointed by the 
court. the administrator is vested with the monopoly 
of defense of the creditors’ collective interest.

at any time during this period, a backup plan or 
a recovery plan can be taken if the company can be 
saved. the establishment of a plan aims to allow the 
company to continue its operations, to be reorganized, 
to maintain employment and to pay off its debts. the 
debtor may also request to terminate the proceedings 
if the difficulties of the company have disappeared.

If economic and financial conditions do not allow 
consideration of the adoption of such a plan, the ob-
servation period is completed by opening a judicial 

reorganization or an official receivership. The demands 
for such are made by the legal representative of the 
company or the individual debtor to the clerk of the 
court that has the jurisdiction.

the debtor is placed in “collective insolvency 
proceedings” as soon as he is in a payment failure 
situation. in this case, the debtor company is obliged 
to declare this situation within 45 days to the clerk of 
the commercial court or the clerk of the civil court. 
this is a bankruptcy situation (called “dépôt de bilan” 
in French).

after an observation period, the courts will choose 
between a reorganization of the company, in an attempt 
to save the company, or a liquidation procedure, which 
results in the complete cessation of the company’s ac-
tivity. the declaration of payment failure situation 
(“déclaration de cessation de paiements”) is required 
for both procedures in order to avoid any discussion 
on matters of proof. in the absence of a declaration, 
the debtor can incur sanctions such as a prohibition to 
manage itself.

the available assets and the current liabilities have to be 
considered in order to determine the value of the estate of 
the company. the available assets are anything that can 
be converted into cash immediately or in the short term 
without making it impossible to continue the company. 
current liabilities consist of all matured debts and whose 
creditors can demand payment immediately. these debts 
must be undoubted (non-contentious and uncontested) 
and liquid (the amount determined). if the company has 
reserves of credit or receives a payment from its creditors 
allowing it to meet its current liabilities with its available 
assets, it is not in a payment failure situation.

the judicial reorganization (“redressement ju-
diciaire”) allows the company in a payment failure 
situation to continue its activity, to settle its debts, and 
to maintain employment. the request for the opening 
of this procedure can be made either by the debtor or 
a creditor or the public prosecutor to the commercial 

Bankruptcy Law in France cont’d
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court if the debtor is a merchant or a craftsman, or the 
civil court in other cases. the court also depends on 
the location of the company headquarters.

this procedure can lead to the adoption of a reorgani-
zation plan (“plan de redressement”) after a period of 
observation of 6 months, renewable, not exceeding 18 
months, during which an economic and social assess-
ment of the business is conducted. During this period, 
the company is managed by a judicial administrator, 
sometimes with the cEo of the company.

After this period, the Court decides the final outcome 
for the company: the restructuring if the company is 
viable, with a reorganization plan limited to 10 years; 
the partial or total cessation of the activity; the closing 
of the procedure if the debtor has sufficient funds to 
pay off creditors; the liquidation if the reorganization 
is impossible.

the official receivership (“liquidation judiciaire”) 
is opened when the company concerned is in a payment 
failure situation and its recovery is obviously impos-
sible. in this situation, the liquidation is immediately 
ordered by the court and takes effect instantly without 
a prior commencement of bankruptcy proceedings. this 
procedure terminates the debtor’s activity.

a liquidator is appointed by the court to sell the 
company’s assets in order to pay its creditors. he has 
the debtor’s rights and actions regarding the debtor’s 
property for the duration of the liquidation. his mission 
comprises three parts: the accomplishment of social 
affairs, the completion of the sale of assets, and the 
settlement of the liabilities.

the request for the opening of this procedure can 
be made either by the debtor or a creditor or the 
public prosecutor or the court itself. When receiving 
the judgment granting an official receivership, the 
company must cease operations immediately, unless 
authorized by the court. individual creditor actions are 
therefore stayed, and the interests and surcharges stop. 
all debts that creditors have against the company be-
come immediately due and payable from the judgment 
pronouncing the liquidation. creditors must submit a 
statement of debts (“déclaration de créances”) to the 
liquidator within two months from the publishing of 
the judgment, in order to be paid.

The official receivership is wound up when its continu-
ation is not possible anymore due to a lack of assets, or, 
exceptionally, when the liquidator has sufficient funds 
to pay off the creditors. after that, individual lawsuits 
cannot be engaged by any creditor against the debtor, 
with the exceptions such as tax fraud, concealment of 
assets, personal or criminal penalties.

When the reorganization of the company is not pos-
sible, the liquidation will lead to the dissolution of 
the company. this action terminates “le contrat de 
société” (similar to articles of incorporation) and “la 
personnalité morale” (legal entity) with the result that 
the company no longer exists.

in summary, French Bankruptcy Law is not favor-
able to creditors, because the priority of the law is to 
save the company by preventive measures and reorga-
nization, to avoid reduction in staff, and to settle the 
debts of the company. the dissolution of a company 
does not dissolve a simple contract; it is also a legal 
personality. that is the reason why in principle, dis-
solution can only happen in particular cases provided 
by law and only produce the effects required by law 
under the French rules.
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